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ABSTRACT

This paper is a continuation of our previous work, where the new probabilistic model

based directly on the reaction picture of relaxation was introduced and a genera! relaxation equation

was derived. Here we show the universal character of distributions of damping rates ami waiting

times used in this model. Moreover, we discuss in detail a physical significance of ihe response

function derived as a solution of the general relaxation equation.
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1.Introduction

Debye [1J, with his classic treatment of dielectric

relaxation in fluids, set the fraaework for inch of our intuition

about relaxation. The relaxation fro» an aligned to a raiidoe

configuration of dipole BoaentB occurs because of a randoa

collisions with fluid particles. The lav governing this process

was calculated to be exponential

<j> (t) = <p exp [ -t/T 1, (1)

D O D

Hhere r is the Debye relaxation t i ae .
D '

Traditionally, analysis of dielectric relaxation in «ore

complicated systems focused on the coaplex dielectric

susceptibility

e x p M dt (2)

and its deviation fron the forp derived fro» (1). A growing nu«ber

of dielectric relaxation data show that the classical Dnbye

behaviour is hardly ever observed experimentally [2,3], It was

found that alaost all data can be represented in teras of two

types of experimental fitting function:

the stretched exponential relaxation function ^(t), called
w

also the Kohlrauach-Wi11ia«K-Watts function

(X exp [ -(to
P

(3)

and the power-type response function {the Jonscbnr function,

(31) defined as a negative derivative of the relaxation function:
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f(t) a (w t)
P

f( t ) a (u t )
P

for t « 1/u

for t » 1/oj

(4)



where u is the loss peak frequency and 0 < n,i <1 are parameters

P
dufining, respectively, the high- and low-frequency branches of

the complex dielectric susceptibility (21 in the frequency doaain

or the corresponding short- and long-time behaviour of the

l>olarisation current in the tiae domain (4).

There are now several deriviations of the stretched

exponential relaxation function (3) involving diverse concepts

such as percolation, statistical distribution of relaxation times,

hierarchical relaxation of constraints, aultipolar interaction

transitions, fractal time processes and dispersive transport of

defects, cf. [4-141. Although the aentioned concepts are

dissimilar, s coaaon feature connects the*. The underlying

aechanisa of relaxation is the randoa behaviour of each relaxing

dipole.

Most proposed probabilistic modols derive the experimental

results for the Hhort-tiae liait and agree in inputting the

behaviour in this range to the progressive involveaent of a

hierarchy of self-similar dynaaic processes. The agreement neither

between the aodels nor with the experiment is longer maintained

for the long-time liait.

It has been suggested that the stretched exponential

relaxation function can mimic a wide variety of behaviour because

of the slow change in the frequency limit. However, this agreement

is more apparent than real |151i and when the frequency range is

large enough it is evident that the value of the parameter n

determined for the high-frequency limit is insufficient to define

the whole relaxation process. Similarly measurement of the

polarisation current aade in the time domain are often not

extended far enough beyond w to distinguish between the

P
stretched exponential relaxation function and other alternative
expressions. Although it is sometimes suggested that deviations at

low frequency from the stretched exponential function fitted at.

li]£li frequency are due to a t.eBperaturP--d<?|><Hid<int change in n.

In general, the observed behaviour is that of eq.(4). When

the complete frequency dependendce can be ai>«Hured at a constant

temperature, the deduced values of the parameters n and a are

norially found not to change for the portions of the same response

obtained at different temperatures [16,17]. Evpn when this wide

range of •easureaents is not possible, the deduced value of a ia

usually observed to reaain constant over a given temperature

range, except for cryogenic temperatures. Therefore suggestions

that deviations of low frequency are due to a temperature-

dependent change in n can be not accepted and the empirical result

can be taken as true description of the situation.

On this point is baaed directly the cluster model of DisBado

and Hill (16,17], In this model, from the consideration of the way

in which the energy contained in fluctuation is distributed over

a system of interacting clusters, the entirely new expressions for

the response function f(t) and its Fourier transform J;(w) has been

obtained. Hovewer, the results are in agreement with empirical

functions inputted to fit the experimental data for f(t) or j;(to),

the cluster model does not convince of its general applicability.

It has been realised in many approaches that the individual

dipoles and their environment do not remain independent during the

regression of fluctuation ("a reaction picture of relaxation"),

hut no mathematical aodel has taken this conclusion directly,

except our paper [14].

In this paper we shall show that the probabilistic model for

dielectric relaxation proposed in 114], gives the universal

character of distributions of the randoa variables used for

description of the interaction between individual ciipoles and

their t-nvironment. Also it leads to results which are consistent

with the empirically observed forms of dielectric behaviour, such



UK lleliye, broadened Detiye, Kohlrausch-Wi 1 i ia»s-Natts, Coln-Oole,

f'ole-Duvidson and "flat loss" relaxation.

2.The model

Let us consider a polar dielectric in an electric field. When

the electric field is on some of the dipoles have enough energy

and time to reach a configuration with the dipole moments aligned

along the field lines. Now remove the field. How and according to

what law will the dipole orientation relax to a random

configuration ?

Fol lowing the commonly accepted fact, that ' the individual

dipoles and their environment do not reaain independent during the

relaxation process, we propose a mechanism involving two

liaditional explanations for the observed behaviour:

-the defect induced relaxation concept introduced by Glarum

[IB) and developed in 18-11], and

-the concept of a statistical distribution of relaxation times

T [4,6,7,12].

We assume that the dipoles are frozen-in and unable to

change their configuration due to constraints iiponed by the local

structure of material. We also assume that the system supports a

population of mobile defects. We do not need to specify the

precise nature of the defects, although candidates such as

<IaiiRliug bond, grain boundaries, vacancies, and local conformatio-

nal fluctuations are possibilities, cT.[19,20], When a defect and

a dipole meet, the dipole is assumed to relax instaneously. Since

tlit> dipolar transitions take place in a system in Hhich

electrostatic or strain interactions are invariably present, they

arc followed by s gradual adjustment of the surrounding dipolea or

charges. Thus the effective charge in orientation of each dipole

depends on the adjustment of its local environment determining the

danping rate at which the dipole reaches eventual equilibrium, [3],

Concluding, the time by which the ith dipole does not change

its position is a random variable & and the probability that the
i

dipole is not changing its position by experimentally chosen

moment t depends on two conditions:

(i) on the damping supported by the random local

environment,

(ii) on the arrival of a defect which induces instantaneous

relaxation of the dipole.

The first condition may be expressed in the language of a

random damping rate ft. =1/T. and the second by a random variable T) ,

which represents waiting time of a group of defects from the

neighbourhood of the ith dipole.

The above conclusion can be written by means of the following

conditional probability formula for arbitrary but fixed noaent t:

P r ( & > t| ft = b, r>. = s ) = exp [ -b/a iin (t,8)] (5)

wh»re a IB i constant depending on the number of relaxing

dipoles in the studied system. Formula (5) expresses the fact that

in the environment which damping rate ft takes the value b, the

probability that the dipole stays in its initial state up to

the moment t depends also on a random waiting time 7) for a defect

inducing the relaxation. If thia waiting time takes the value H

greater than the earlier chosen moment t, then tlie right hand side

of (5) is equal to exp [-(b/a (t( = constant and if j) takes the

value s not greater than t, then is equal to exp f(-b/a >el, and

this is just the conventional Debye formula. According to [7], the

exponential relaxation may be assumed on Lhe microscopic level,



when one adait.K a suitable weight distribution, i.e.! having a

microscopic source in the correlations between different degrees of

freedom.

for the fixed moment t, the conditional probability (5) is

represented by the function of two non-negative random variables:

ft and T) , see Fig. 1. It shows an explicit dependence between

individual dipoles and their environment during the relaxation

process.

Now, one can define the relaxation function $(t) as the

probability that the whole systea, consisting of a large nuaber N

of relaxing dipoles otayB in its initial state up to the moment t

<pit) = lia

N-> CO

> t for emch (6)

The explicit fora of <p(t) aay be obtained froa foraula (5) by using

twice the law of total probability, cf. 114], if one knows the

distributions of randoa variables ft and Tj .

Distribution of damping rates. Froa (6) we are interested

only in a aacroscopic damping rate liait for whole systea

consisting of N relaxing dipoles. In the simplest way this can be

defined as a normaliRed sui of independent identically distributed

non-negative daaping rates ft with coaaon distribution function F :

Thin aaauaption lias a strong implication in probability theory.

Nnmely, from 1211, Chapter 5 it follows that this nacroscopic

limit «ust have L£vy-stable distribution with its Laplace

transform G(t) of the following fora:

G(t) = exp [-A(a.c) t ] ,

where 0< oi <1 and A(a,o>) = a [coB(rro/2)| for non-negative a, see

112]. For simplicity we will take A{a,cr) = 1 and consequently

G(t) = exp l-t 1. (7)

Distribution of waiting tiaea. Consider n defecta in the

surrounding of the ith dipole. If we denote by T) the waiting

time needed for a jump of the Icth defect froa this group, then the

group cumulative waiting time is given by:

T)(i,n) = aax (I) , 7) T) ).

Under appropriate normal lest.ion, the asymptotic distribution

of the above maxima can be uniquely determined froa the extreaal

a senuence of

independent and identically distributed random variables.

Thus when n •* m

value theory (22 ] , i f one agrees that TJ fori

Pr ( c [ 7 ) ( i , n ) - d | < L p r j l ) ( a ) ,

where T) denotes the (liait) waiting tiie of a group of defects

from the neighbourhood of ith dipole. Let's point out that by

considering the limit passage our reasoning will be unrelated to the

total number of elements in the group of defects. We also aaauae

that the situation around ith dipole is the saae for each i and

consequently 7) fora a sequence of identically distributed random

variables with the common distribution function F (s).

Let'B stress that as a result of the extreme type theorem, see

122], Th. 1.4.1, for non-negative waiting tiaea T) we get only one

possible fora (so called type 11) of the distribution function ¥ (a):

n



(8)

where n > 0, d any real number, and y > 0. Observe that without

loss of generality one can take d = 0 and c = k for soae

positive k. Hence

F (s) = exp [-B^/kl.

Since both sequences of random variables (fl I and (l) } describe

this same physical mechanism thus it is natural to conclude that

parameters of these variables are identical, i.e., y - a. Hence

F (a) = exp t-s^/ki, tor s > 0
(9)

where 0 < a < 1 and k > 0. Let's point out that this choice of the

parameter y guarantees that the mean tile between defect hops is

infinite, which is a basic assumption in the theory of dispersive

transport of defects, cf. [8-11,19,201.

3. Solution of the relaxation equation.

The general relaxation equation was derived in our previous

work 114) in the following fon:

4,11) = # U ) R<t) j t lost
(10)

where R(t) = 1 - F ( t ) and G(t) i s given in ( 7 ) . Observe t h a t

froa formula (9) the function R(t) can be approximated as

B(t) = 1/U • H 1, (11)

which was postulated earlier in 114]. Now substituting (7) and

(11) into equation (10) one Rets the relaxation function

9

the form:

(Pit) = ()> 11 + k (« t) a ) (12)

Note the limiting behaviour of this function

4>(t) •* exp I -(u t) ] as k * 0,
P

[13)

which is just the stretched exponential relaxation function (3),

where 01 = 1-n. The mathematical consequence of the 1 init It -> 0

implies that H(t) becomes constant in time, more precinely tends

to 1, and therefore no longer distribution of waiting times

influences our model. It reduces in this case to earlier models

discussed in [6,12]. If, moreover, a * 1 the relaxation function

(13) takes the classical Debye form.

Let's recall that the most easily experimental? measurable

d
dielectric function is the response function f(t) = - *(t), for

which eq, (12) gives

f(O = <t> a « (« t
o p p

This function has the following limiting bi-h.ivjours:

and

f(t) a (u t)
p

f(t) a (dit)

a-1
at short tirnpH t« I/to

at long times t» l/u .
P

(15)

The expression (15) corresponds exactly to the empirically observed

relation (4) by setting

n = 1-a falling in the ranKe 0<n<l because of 0<a<l (16)

and

a = a/y. (17)

10
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A discussion of the physical significance of eqs (14)-(I7)

•ay lie givpn with reference to Figures 2 and 3 which, arc divided

into three domainB. Figure 2 shows the field of the variables a

and k while Figure 3 gives the s u e information in terms of the

parameters In, •, and k. The shaded doaain corresponding to

"physically unlikely" situations for which 0< k (a and consequently

• > 1 would correspond to a fora of anomalous dispersion at low

frequencies. The doaain "typical" for a < k < 1 represents the

•ajority of the observed data as given by [231, while the "less

typical" doaain for k > 1 represents the regaining data.

The various empirical relaxation functions representing

specific Halting conditions are also located in these diagrams.

"KWW" corresponds to the Kohlrausch-Williaas-Watts function which

is given by k + 0 for arbitrary a. Aa simultaneously a 4 1 we

obtain the classical Debye "D" while the condition a •» 1 and

hence k •• 1 leads to the "broadened Debye" "BD" which was not

previously recognised as a specific fora of relaxation, although

it can be modelled by the generalised function obtained in [16]

and which is sometimes observed experimentally. Like Debye, "BD"

has a = 1 and n = 0 but it is broader. The symmetric Cole-Cole

relaxation "C-C" is given by k = 1 for any a, while the asy-

mmetric Cole-Davidson "C-D" corresponds to o = k. The other limi-

ting fora of frequency-independent or "flat loss" (F-L), see [3|,

is given by a -» 0 for any k.

The response function (14) with the stated conditions for a

and k has exactly the saae behaviour at short- and long-times,

respectively, as the Dissado-Hill function [16], despite

completely different analytical approach.

At the present time, we do not have a closed fora expression

for the Fourier transform of the complete eq, (14), although its

graphical fora is presented in Fig.4 using the IBM PC graphics.

11

4. Conclusions

The application of the probabilistic aechaniaa, introduced in

our previous paper 114], to analysis of dielectric relaxation

processes presented here has led to detailed results which are

consistent with the empirically derived behaviour of relaxing

systeas. The physical basis for our treataent was the fact that

the behaviour of individual dipoles is stoehasticaly dependent on

their environment. This reaction picture of relaxation on the

microscopic level has been expressed in 1141 by means of

the conditional probability formula.

In this paper we've showed that the sets of random variables

(i. and T) used for the description of the environment of ith

dipole had the uniquely determined universal character. Namely,the

distribution of damping rates fi has been identified with the

class of completely asymmetric L6vy stable distribution with index

0 < a < 1 , while the distribution of waiting times n with the

type [1 of extreme value distributions.A new feature of this paper

is the employment of the Extreme Value Theory [22] for identifica-

tion of the distribution of waiting times. The form (9) of this

distribution is in agreement with the usual assuaption that the

mean tiae between defect hops is infinite in the theory of

dispersive transport of defects [19,201. The above identification

explains in mathematical terms the universal character of the

power law for dielectric relaxation.

The presented analysis does not contain any qufuitua

mechanical arguments and it is therefore gratifying to find the

various empirically observed forms of dielectric behaviours, such

as Debye, broadened Debye, Kohlrausch-WiHiama-Watts, Cole-Cole,

Cole-Davidson and "flat loss" relaxation. In our discussion of the

response function we've found that the behaviour of the characte-

ristic parameter k for the wailiiif! time distribution (9) had an

12



<-MS"'II1 i ft L i 7i r I uruco on determi n witf the nhove CHSPH. I t would ho

inL<T<>;it ing to examine the physical «eaning of (.his parameter in

the future s tud ios .
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Figure 1

The conditional probability fro» fornula (S) reprfscnled as

a function of two non-negative randon variables 13 and Tl for
i i

a fixed •onriit. t.

Figure 2

A graphical repreaentation of the effects of the Magnitudes

of the parameters a and k in eq. (12) on the relaxation function;

here D represents Dehye, BD broadened Debye, C-C Cole-Cole, C-D

Cole-Davidson, KHW KohlrauBch-Williaaa-Hatts, Fl, "flat loss"

relaxation.

Kigurt? 3

The transposition of Figure 2 into the language of the

empirical paraaeters 1-n and • denoting the fractional powers of

the response function in the short- and long-tiBe regions.

Figure 4

A graphical representation of the dielectric susceptihiIity

derived fro« the response function (14) for a = 0.4 and o< = 1.

a/ The agreement between the universal and KWW response is

Been in the high-frequency branch only.

b/ The broadened Dehye response in comparison with the

conventional Debye one is shown.
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